Everyone can be a part of a student’s career journey; as faculty your role is essential.

The Career Development Center (CDC) is the central career services office at Rutgers-Newark, supporting all undergraduate and graduate students, as well as alumni.

We welcome the opportunity to support the career readiness of your students, to collaborate with you on career related initiatives, or to discuss other opportunities to build partnerships. We provide events, programming, resources, and other services to support students in their college career, during their time at Rutgers-Newark and beyond.

Interested, reach out to: sabeen.sheikh@rutgers.edu
1. We'll support your students
   A.) Invite us to speak to your class and students! We'll connect your course content to career development, professional development, experiential learning, and ways to find these opportunities.
   B.) We can support class assignments with some of our tools, or help to create a class assignment related to careers

2. Help CDC promote events relevant to your students
   A.) CDC can provide all the necessary materials to send to your students to raise greater awareness on how and when to connect to the CDC to fully leverage any potential opportunities
   B.) Support students in understanding that it is a developmental journey in visiting the CDC and not situational

3. Share information with you
   A.) Staff meeting coming up and career on everyone's mind? We can support with exploring student career needs in your respective areas by providing you industry and economic trends.
   B.) Sign up for curated information from our website updated weekly.

4. Share your expertise with us
   A.) Interested in writing blogs for our website or, creating a video for our website and Canvas course?
   B.) Want to be a part of an industry/identity panel?